abstract Like many W. Austronesian languages Malagasy (Madagascar) is verb initial with a rich voice system on which most major syntactic processes in the language depend 1 . Here we derive and compositionally interpret nuclear Ss in different voices. Their "theta equivalence", similar to English actives and passives, is a corollary. No A or A' movement is used. We illustrate one major syntactic process, relativization, that builds on the voice system, and we derive the "subjects only" constraint in a new way. Again, no (operator) movement is used. We treat voice morphologies as structure building operations as in K&S (Keenan & Stabler 2003) . They are special cases of Merge. We introduce one novel notion, language invariant, to illustrate structural constraints over non-isomorphic expressions. This paper is organized as follows: 1. presents a sample of the voice phenomena we analyze. 2. reviews the two mainstream approaches to these phenomena. 3. presents our own analysis. 4. derives and interprets relative clauses and 5. concludes.
Voice and Nuclear Clause Structure in Malagasy
Malagasy verbs are built by successive affixation of roots (which may or may not be words). For example from the root 2 tolotra 'offer' we construct among others the four verbs in (1) . The translation of (1a) suffices for each. Exceptionally we mark stress, to show that it is preserved under prefixing but shifts right under suffixing.
(1) a. [ P1 i+man+tólotra (manólotra) vary ny vahiny amin ' The primary constituent division, bracketed, receives extensive support and is agreed upon by all generative grammarians (Keenan 1976 (Keenan , 1995 GHT 1992; Paul 1999; R&T 2000; Sabel 2003; Pearson 2005) . We differ on the category and internal structure of the bracketed constituent, which theory neutrally we call a P1, one place predicate phrase.
Tests for this constituency are: (1) the yes-no question particle ve is placed at its right
Abbreviations: 1 = 1 st person, 3 = 3 rd person, s = singular; pl = plural, AG = Agent, TH = Theme, GL = Goal, dem = demonstrative, poss = possessor; acc = accusative, Rec = reciprocal, Cause = Causative, pres = present; pst = past, Foc = focus, excl = exclusive. edge in all the Ss in (1) . Placement elsewhere is ungrammatical (Pearson 2005) . (2) the DP following the P1 has the same default case (*) in all the Ss in (1) . (3) the P1 is meaningful -it denotes a property of individuals and occurs as a constituent with that meaning in many other constructions, such as relative clauses. Voice morphology in (1) has not been glossed, so as not to decide its morphosyntactic role before analysis. We treat tense morphology as merging outside voice morphology and largely ignore it.
Morphosyntactic background of the verbs in (1)
[1] Affixal complexity. Each verb in (1a,b,c) is a direct affixation of the root tolotra. Affixes with roots in their domains are called primary. The verb in (1d) is built by suffixing -ana to the already prefixed verb in (1a) less the initial m (see [4] below). -ana is a non-primary affix and (1d) has two applications of Merge. -ana suffixes verbs with some 6 other prefixes, so (m)an-+ -ana is not a fixed circumfix.
The complexity of -ana is dramatically reflected in child language acquisition. HNM (Hyams, Ntelitheos, Manorohanta 2006) , an empirical longitudinal study of three Malagasy children, finds that -ana forms are learned well after the man-and -ina forms (the a-prefix is even rarer, both in HNM and in adult speech, K&M 2001).
[2] Affixal selection. The affixes in (1a,b,c) select their roots. Treating them as verb building functions, listing the roots they select just means defining their domain. In contrast the -ana suffix in (1d) selects the verbs it combines with according to the affix used to build the verb. It is 100% productive, combining with all (m)an-prefixed verbs, no roots, a-prefixed verbs or -ina suffixed ones.
[3] Imperatives (Koopman 2005) . All the verbs v in (1) have an imperative form, imp(v), in (2) . imp suffixes man verbs with a, and a, ina and ana verbs as in (1b,c,d) with o (= /u/), which dissimilates to y (= /i/) if the root contains a stressed o. Suffixing weak expressions -ones with antepenultimate stress ending in -na, -ka, or -tra, like tólotra, triggers partial loss of the ending. (tr = /t r / is a voiceless post-alveolar affricate). So the imp function groups the verbs in (1b,c,d) together and excludes that in (1a). (2) [4] Present tense marking is uniformly zero in (1) . Future and past replace i by h-/n-(ho/no before consonants) but we also lose the initial m in (1a): hanolotra 'will offer', nanolotra 'offered'. Yet treating m as a present tense marker is inaccurate (Builles 1984; Pearson 2005) as it also occurs in the, tenseless, imperative. An additional half dozen verbal prefixes use this m, and some 20 verbs (3.4.1) are formed by directly prefixing m to roots. Traditional grammars - [RR 1971 ], Rahajarizafy 1960 and Malzac 1926 , treat m as an integral part of m initial prefixes.
[5] Agent marking groups (1b,c,d) together excluding (1a). In (1a) the semantic Agent of the verb is aho, the DP sister to the P1. Linguists often accord a special, and pretheoretically unclear, status to the DP sister of the P1, using terms such as "subject", "topic", "pivot", or "trigger". We just call it the DP sister of the P1, limiting ourselves to what we can structurally identify. In (1b,c,d) the Agent is expressed by a "possessive" suffix -ko on the verb. Malagasy has three pairwise disjoint case series of pronouns: The possessive construction is morphophonemically complex (See Paul 1996, K&P and Ntelitheos 2005) . The forms in (4c,c') involve a nasal "linker" and if the host is weak ([3] above) its ending drops, but the non-continuant feature of its consonant is inherited by the possessor, triggering the mutation of an initial continuant to the closest noncontinuant. There are 7 such mutations: h 6 k, l 6 d, r 6d r (a post alveolar affricate), etc. (5c,c') lack the nasal linker in (4c,c'). The * pronouns are used for DP sisters of P1s. They are also default forms in two cases (Pearson 2005 We do not read * as "nominative" as that suggests that the DP sister to P1 has the properties of subjects in better known languages. But the split in subject properties between two structurally distinct DPs that Schachter 1976 demonstrated for Tagalog mostly carries over to Malagasy. So we will not bias our discussion with a terminology that favors one of the possible analyses.
Lastly, the acc pronouns are, by definition here, used for non-poss sisters of transitive verbs, usually interpreted as Theme or Goal. A few adjectives, such as antonina 'suitable' and feno 'full' and a few prepositions, such as lavitra 'far (from)' and tahaka 'like' take acc complements. acc forms also express predicate possessives, as in Ahy io 'lit: me that' = That is mine.
Mainstream approaches to nuclear clause structure in Malagasy
There are two mainstream approaches to nuclear clause structure in Malagasy, both clearly summarized in HNM. The first, GHT 1992 , developed in Paul 1999 , integrates Schachter's "two subjects" into mainstream theory. The structure they propose for a transitive S is an IP with an empty Specifier. The complement of the head of IP is a VP whose Spec is assigned the Actor theta role. The complement of the head V is assigned Theme. Verbal morphology is basic: man assigns case to the Theme, whence the otherwise caseless Actor raises to Spec,IP to check case. ina assigns case to the Actor, so the Theme raises to Spec,IP. The two subjects are the DPs in Spec,IP and Spec,VP, which share subject properties. Paul 1999 treats the a prefix forms, as in (1b).
The determining difference between their approach and ours in 3. is that on theirs, theta roles are assigned in pre-movement structure to unique positions (a nearly constant property of passives from Chomsky 1957 through Mahajan 1994 to Collins 2005 . So a DP is assigned the Agent theta role in Spec,VP and only there, regardless of whether it later raises to Spec,IP. Similarly DPs are only assigned Theme as complements of V. So DPs with the same theta role in Ss like (1a -d) receive it in the same pre-movement position. In contrast, on our approach Agents (and Themes) originate in the positions in which they audibly occur. No movement is needed, or used.
The second mainstream approach was pioneered in Richards 2000 for Tagalog and developed for Malagasy in Pearson 2005 . They propose that the DP sister to P1 behaves like a topic in V2 languages such as Icelandic. Pearson treats a clause as a TopP (Topic Phrase) whose Spec is initially filled with a DP. The complement of the head of TopP is whP whose Spec is initially empty. The complement of its head is TP (Tense Phrase) and the complement of its head is the VP which includes all the arguments of the verb, one of which must be an empty operator. Theta roles and case are assigned in situ. The empty operator moves to Spec,whP where it is coindexed with the DP in Spec,TopP which inherits its case and theta role. Voice morphology, man and ina, is realized on the verb according to the position from which the empty operator was moved. So movement determines morphology, rather than morphology determining what can move. As in GHT/Paul, theta roles are assigned in fixed positions in the pre-movement structure. A DP interpreted as Agent is either in Spec,VP or is coindexed with an empty operator that originated there. Analogously for DP Themes.
A proposal for the core voice system in Malagasy
We treat a language as a set of categorized expressions (s,C) -s a phonological string, C a category name -derivable from lexical (underived) expressions by structure building functions. The lexical expressions of Malagasy are listed in Abinal & Malzac 1963 and Rabenilaina 1993 . The primary structure building function is Merge, particular cases of which is the merging of about 20 voice affixes, which, to be succinct, we treat as predicate building functions (PBFs) 3 . They form tenseless Pn's, n-place predicate phrases, by affixation. The core grammar of Malagasy is given by these affixes plus the language general Predicate-Argument and Modifier-Head cases of Merge. 3.1 presents enough Malagasy PBFs to show that they are not just an active/passive alternation. We also show how theta roles and theta equivalence derive from semantic interpretation. We start with P2s in the present tense. 3.2 presents general constraints on PBFs. (9) 4 . Its domain is a listed set of roots. (9) man+enjika (manenjika) ny jiolahy Rabe man+chase the thief Rabe Rabe chases/is chasing the thief enjika is a root of category RT {AG,TH} . man maps (enjika, RT {AG,TH} ) to the P2 manenjika of category S[DP acc:TH ,DP *:AG ], which selects a DP acc interpreted as Theme to form a P1, manenjika ny jiolahy, of category S[DP *:AG ], which merges with a DP * interpreted as Agent to form a P0 (0 = no features left to check). The action of man is illustrated in (10a) and the derivation of (9) So Dom(Merge), the domain of Merge, contains pairs <u,v> of expressions in which the category and case of v satisfy (are checked against) the category and case required by u. Theta role 2i will be assigned to the i th argument, see 3.1.1.2. 2n, but no other 2i, is absent in one case (see 3.4.5)). A P0 derived by successive applications of PBFs has all arguments assigned case and all but possibly the last interpreted with a theta role.
man is a PBF illustrated in

Semantics
For each domain E, (enjika, RT {AG,TH} ) denotes a set of pairs of elements of E. A P1 denotes a property, a function from E into {True, False} 5 . And in general a Pn+1 maps entities to Pn denotations. To simplify we use DPs interpretable as elements of E. Extending them to generalized quantifiers is standard (Keenan 1996) .
Theta roles are relations between entities in E and n-ary predicate denotations, n > 0. We write Údá for the semantic interpretation of an expression d, and we simplify notation by omitting the category coordinate of an expression when clear from context. Here and later 0 is the set membership relation, v is and, and iff is if and only if. Then,
We mostly wrote enjika instead of <enjika, RT {AG,TH} > above. Some may want to read the right hand side of (12) as "x and y are participants in a chasing event Úenjikaá, y is Theme of Úenjikaá and x is Agent". All we require is compositionality: that the derived expression man(enjika) be interpreted as a function of what it is derived from, enjika.
From (12) it is the P2 man(enjika), not just the root enjika or the prefix man-, which matches arguments and theta roles. (9) is True (in E) iff the pair <the thief, Rabe> is in Úenjikaá, the thief bears the Theme relation to Úenjikaá and Rabe the Agent relation. Thus theta role assignment derives from semantic interpretation.
mi
is a PBF whose domain is a listed set of roots. It prefixes them with mi-fully preserving the root, unlike man. It is the most frequent voice affix (K&M 2001) and the most productive. Hilda Koopman (p.c.) notes nonce uses like miparticiper 'participates' on the web. mi builds many P1s from roots of category RT {AG} : miasa 'works', miteny 'speaks', mihomehy 'laughs', milomano 'swims', mitomany 'cries', miezaka 'strive'. It also builds some P1s with Theme arguments: miely 'be dispersed', mianjera 'collapse', mifaly 'to be happy, rejoice', migadra 'to be in chains, prison.
mi is sometimes called an intransitive verb former, but that is a distortion. It applies to very many roots of category RT {AG,TH} building P2s of category S[DP acc:TH ,DP *:AG ], like man. Here are 15 examples, another 15 are easily found: mikapoka 'beats', mividy 'buys', mivarotra 'sells', mitady 'seeks', mifidy 'chooses', mikarakara 'takes care of', mitaona 'transports', mijery 'watches', miantso 'calls', mibaby 'carries', mitana 'holds', mitazana 'espies', mitily 'spies on', miteraka 'give birth to', mitelina 'swallow', misambotra 'capture'. None of these roots are also in the domain of man. Thus if we know of a Pn that it interprets its DP * as Agent we cannot predict the verbal prefix: it is man-with enjika 'chase' and many others, but mi-with kapoka 'beat' and many others. mi also prefixes many roots that are in the domain of man. Rahajarizafy 1960:50 notes: (13) When mi and man apply to the same root r the mi verb usually has lesser valence.
Rahajarizafy 1960 notes a few cases where mi(r) and man(r) have the same valency, and two where mi(r) has greater valency. But (13) is far and away the norm, so it can help language learners. The precise relations between mi(r) and man(r) require a large scale study. Most comonly man(r) is a rough semantic causative of mi(r): mihidy 'is locked' / manidy 'locks (tr); milatsaka 'falls' / mandatsaka 'drops', milahatra 'line up (intr)' / mandahatra 'arrange in lines'; miverina 'come back' / mamerina 'give back'; mivory 'gather (intr) / mamory 'gather (tr)'. But in several cases the two verb forms have sufficiently diverged in sense that we lose any compositional relation between them: mianatra 'studies' / mananatra 'admonishes'; mipetraka 'sits, resides'/ mametraka 'puts'; milaza 'says' / mandaza 'praises, celebrates'.
ina
is a PBF whose domain includes both roots and mamp-prefixed verbs (such verbs are causatives) 6 . ina suffixes -ina (-ena, -(a)na) preserving root final consonants 7 . A p in Dom(ina) has at least two theta roles to assign. (14) exhibits the action of ina on the root enjika. We mark stress to remind the reader that suffixing triggers stress shift. (15b) summarizes our derivation of (15a), and (16) We gloss Rabe as Rabe.poss to indicate that Rabe combines with enjehina in the complex way that possessors combine with their heads. And enjehina interprets its DP * argument as Theme (TH) and its DP poss argument as Agent (AG). Gen 1 is the general pattern. Notice that (17a) follows immediately from (16) and (12), and in general (17b) holds when r is in the domain of both man and ina. So the derived verbs are logical converses, from which the two propositions below follow.
Proposition 1 For r of category RT {AG,X} in the domain of both man and ina, A. nuclear Ss built from man(r) and ina(r) are theta equivalent: the DP * argument of each has the same theta role as the non-DP * argument of the other. B. mi(r) and ina(r) build theta equivalent nuclear Ss when mi(r) is transitive. Proposition 2 Nuclear Ss built from man(r) and ina(r), r of category RT {AG,X} , are logically equivalent when their Agents are the same individual denoting DPs and their Themes are the same individual denoting DPs. Similarly for mi(r) and ina(r) in B.
3.1.4
The PBF a, as in (1b), prefixes a-to roots, and like mi and man, applies only to roots. Thus we cannot predict the voice affix of a P1 which interprets its DP * as Theme and its DP poss as Agent. If the root is enjika 'chase' we use -ina, if it is tosika 'push' we use a-. tosika is not in Dom(ina): *tosihina. Similarly tao(v) Y manao/atao 'do, make' and verina Y mamerina averina 'return (sth)' accept man-and a-but not -ina. voaka 'exit' derives mivoaka 'go out' and mamoaka/avoaka 'expell' but *voahina; lahatra Y mandahatra and alahatra 'put in a line' but *laharina, and tono Y mitono and atono 'grills' but *tonoina. There are many more roots in Dom(ina) not in Dom(a): lalao 'play' Y lalaovina but *alalao; la 'refuse' Y lavina but *ala; haja 'respect' Y hajaina but *ahaja. But usually both a and ina apply to ditransitive roots of transmission, as in (1) . a assigns Theme to its DP * and ina assigns Goal. Here are the values of man, a, and ina at ditransitive roots r of category RT {AG, GL, TH} .
(20a) says that the P3 man(r) interprets its z argument as Theme, the resulting function interprets its y argument as Goal, and the final P1 function interprets its x argument as Agent. In contrast the a verb in (20b) interprets its first argument as Agent, its second as Goal and its last as Theme. And the ina verb in (20c) interprets its first argument as Agent, its second as Theme, and its last as Goal. R is the ternary relation denoted by r.
(20) a. Úman(r, RT {AG,TH,GL} )á(z)(y)(x) = True iff
(20b,c) are theta equivalent, as are (1b,c). So theta equivalence doesn't just apply to pairs we might analogize to active vs passive in English. And we now extend Proposition 1:
C. For a two theta role root r in the domain of both man and a, nuclear Ss built from man(r) and a(r) are theta equivalent, the DP * argument of one bearing the same theta role as that of the non-DP * argument of the other.
D.
For r a ditransitive root of transmission in the domains of man, a, and ina, the three nuclear Ss they build from r are theta equivalent, as in (20) above.
Interim summary
We have exhibited several structure building affixes which derive theta equivalent P0s (Ss). None uses Move. And we have seen how an explicit semantics can guarantee theta equivalence when DPs with the same theta role originate in structurally different positions. This is a usual semantical pattern: (21a,b) for example are syntactically non-isomorphic but logically equivalent, which follows from their
compositional interpretation -specifically the meanings of and, or, and not (¬). And what we have done above is show that structurally non-isomorphic nuclear Ss are semantically equivalent in a certain respect -namely, they are theta equivalent.
General Constraints on Case and Theta Role Assignment
We consider further PBFs below, but the four we have presented -man, mi, ina, and a already illustrate some general properties of case and theta role assignment that Malagasy satisfies. We call them axioms as they are true of Malagasy, don't follow from other assumptions, and they constrain our further analysis. As indicated, some apply to languages other than Malagasy. We use F to range over affixal PBFs, r over roots, p over roots with zero or more affixes; 1(p) is the set of theta roles associated with p 8 . Axiom 1 limits to 1(r) the theta roles a predicate F(r) built from r can assign. And all arguments must be assigned a theta role, but not all elements of 1(r) need be assigned, as in milatsaka 'fall' vs mandatsaka 'drop'. Axiom 1 applies to languages which affix roots to form Pn's (Semitic and Bantu come to mind). a. 2i … 2j, all 1 # i … j # n and b. 2j is absent iff j = n and F = ana , all 1 # j # n So Pns derived by PBFs never assign the same theta role to distinct arguments. Only the last argument may lack a theta role, and that iff F = ana (below). If F … ana then axiom 2 + Merge guarantees a bijective relation between argument expressions of affixal Pns and their assigned theta roles, so in this weak sense the Theta Criterion holds for all but one affix. But note that nothing blocks a given real world object from being both Agent and Theme of a given predicate, as in Namono tena Rabe 'Rabe killed himself'. No other argument is assigned * case and Malagasy lacks quirky case. This is as close as we get to the EPP. Axiom 3 requires a Pn to have exactly one DP * and not more than one DP poss . But they may have more than one DP acc . man(ome) = manome 'gives' has two, as do causatives of P2s, not discussed here.
Malagasy verbs are divided into two major syntactic classes according as they select a DP poss or not. Axiom 4 says that this is decided entirely by the choice of voice affix:
Axiom 4 For all F, either for all p 0 Dom(F), F(p) selects a DP poss or for all p 0 Dom(F), F(p) does not select a DP poss So since man(enjika) does not select a DP poss no other verb built by man does either. And since ina(enjika) does select a DP poss then all other verbs built from ina do too.
Def 2 F is (poss) bound iff for some p, F(p) selects a DP poss . F is (poss) free iff for some p, F(p) does not select a DP poss . The voice affix F introduces and the predicate it builds are also called bound (free).
By axiom 4 Def 2 is a well definition. Proposition 3 now follows from axiom 3 given that DP poss … DP * . Further Gen 2 holds and is massively helpful in acquisition.
Proposition 3 For all bound F, F(p) selects at least two arguments (DP poss and DP * ).
Gen 2 F is free iff the affix it introduces is m initial in the present tense.
Thus man and mi are free (as are ma, maha, mana, m+i, mamp, mif, mentioned briefly later); a and ina are bound (as are voa, tafa, in mentioned briefly later). Axiom 5 is Malagasy specific, mentioning whether Pn's select a possessive DP or not. But we can generalize it in a way which helps us understand better the relation between language general properties and their realization in any given language. We first define isomorphic expressions. Let G = (Lex, F) be a grammar, with Lex a lexicon, F a set of structure building functions. L(G) = L the set of expressions derivable by starting with those in Lex and adding in iteratively all those obtained by applying structure building functions to ones already in the set. An automorphism h of L is a bijection from L to L which doesn't change how expressions are built up: if z = F(x,y) iff h(z) = F(h(x),h(y)), any F 0 F (say F = Merge). So z and h(z) are built in exactly the same way. Expressions x,y are isomorphic, x • y, iff for some automorphism h, h(x) = y (in which case the automorphism h-inverse maps y to x). We now generalize Axiom 5: respectively. Then P •P'Y for all 1 # j # n, 2j = Agent iff 2j' = Agent Axiom 5* makes it evident that man(enjika) should not be isomorphic to ina(enjika), since the former assigns Agent to C2, and the latter to C1. And indeed while they are theta equivalent, they are not isomorphic 9 : If they were then the P1s they build would be, whence automorphisms could map DP poss to DP acc and conversely, an impossibility since they have different distributions. Similarly man(r) is always in Dom(ana), 3.4.5 below, and ina(r) never is, hence again neither can be mapped to the other as automorphisms preserve the domains of the structure building functions (K&S).
Axiom 5* applies to more languages than Axiom 5 but tells us less about them. It does not entail Axiom 5, it just guarantees that the semantic notion of Agent is syntactically coded, but does not specify how. Axiom 5* does not really depend on our notation for the argument/case selection matrix. We can paraphrase it by saying that if two n-place predicates are isomorphic then for any j, the j th argument of one is assigned Agent iff the j th argument of the other is. 5* holds (vacuously) if neither Pn assigns Agent, and Axiom 2a guarantees that at most one argument is assigned Agent.
The relation between Axioms 5 and 5* is of general interest. Axiom 5 does state just how Malagasy satisfies Axiom 5* for Pn's built by successive affixation of roots (as opposed to Pn's formed by coordination, or combination with adverbs for example). This pattern seems to me typical. Linguists often speak as though universal constraints appear as such as part of the grammar of each language. But more usually any given language satisfies language specific conditions which are stronger than universal ones, as is the case here. And we might generalize Axiom 5 further, to treat all theta roles alike: respectively. Then
Axiom 5** is consistent with but weaker than current assumptions in PP/MP theories. It does not require that the relevant structures in different languages be similar. Malagasy may code theta relations in terms of verbal affixes, Korean in terms of nominal case marking, Eskimo in terms of agreement, .... All we require is that for each grammar G, the automorphisms of G respect theta relations in the way these axioms say. We turn now to a consequence of our axioms. It uses the fundamental notion of invariant.
Def 3 A binary (n-ary) relation R on a language L is invariant iff [<x,y> 0 R iff <h(x),h(y)> 0 R, all automorphisms h]. This says that h(R) = R, where h(R) is df the set of pairs <h(x),h(y)> for each pair (x,y) in R. So the invariant (structural) relations among expressions of L are just those which are fixed (mapped to themselves) by all the automorphisms. They are what you cannot change without changing structure. As a special case a grammatical constant ("function word") is an expression that is mapped to itself by all automorphisms 10 . (22) a. At least eight students came to the party b. More than seven students came to the party But some semantic relations are coded in the syntax. K&S argue that the possible antecedent of an anaphor relation is of that sort: in any natural language, "x is a possible antecedent of an anaphor y in z" holds iff h(x) is a possible antecedent of an anaphor h(y) in h(z), all automorphisms h. And Theorem 1 says that theta equivalence is that kind of relation. Isomorphic expressions assign theta roles comparably, as Axiom 5** 11 says.
Further it is still true on our approach that theta roles are assigned as a function of structure. To say that the man-verb in (1a) assigns the same theta role to its DP * argument as the a-verb in (1b) does to its DP poss one is like saying that 8 2 = 4 3 . Different functions at different arguments may have the same value. So we don't need to assume that DPs in different Ss with the same theta role originate in the same configuration.
Finally, Theorem 1 does not claim or assume that the relevant structures of one language are similar (much less isomorphic) to those of another, or even that they share grammatical categories. In contrast the claim that Agent is always and only assigned to Spec,vP does make such assumptions. In fact Theorem 1 is just a way of making explicit the idea that theta role assignment is structure dependent (Chomsky (1965:55-56; 1975 :30 -35, Radford 1997 ) -an early notion never formally defined.
Other Uniformity Parameters?
The following candidate parameters for PBFs fail in Malagasy -though (23B) challenges Axiom 5** and does not fail by much.
(23) A. For r, r' 0 Dom(F), F(r) and F(r') have the same number of arguments B. For r, r' 0 Dom(F), Agent 0 1(r) iff Agent 0 1(r').
(23A) fails: man builds both P2s, like manenjika 'chases' in (10a), and also P3s, as in (1a) manolotra 'offers'. man-is the second most common voice affix (K&M, 2001) , and the majority of roots r in its domain have category RT {AG,TH} . man maps them to man(r) of category S[DP acc:TH ,DP *:AG ]. Some present tense examples are: man(didy) = mandidy 'cuts', man(vaky) = mamaky 'reads', man(vono) = mamono 'kills', man(fonos-) = mamono 'envelopes'. man also applies to roots r of category RT {AG,TH,GL}, mapping them to man(r) of category S[DP acc:TH ,DP acc:GL DP *:AG ], as in: man(roso) = mandroso 'serves', man(tolotra) = manolotra 'offers', man(ome) = manome 'gives'.
More challenging, man builds two types of intransitive verb. It applies to a few roots of category RT {AG} : man(leha) = mandeha 'goes', man(dihy) = mandihy 'dances', man(lainga) = mandainga 'lies', man(lohalika) = mandohalika 'kneels'. (These four examples may exhaust the agentive (unergative) intransitives man builds).
man also has some roots of category RT {TH} in its domain: man(hetaheta) = mangetaheta 'is thirsty', man(hatsiaka) = mangatsiaka 'is cold', man(firatra+firatra) = mamirapiratra 'scintillates'. These man verbs do not select an Agent, whence (23B) fails. We might analyze them as unaccusatives, but even so (23B) remains false. And the regularities that unaccusative analyses account for in Dutch, French, Italian, and Turkish do not seem to carry over to Malagasy. Malagasy has no auxiliaries of the have/be sort nor do verbs agree with arguments in N features. There is no analogue of ne cliticization, and Malagasy seems to have no (overt or null) expletives. The closest is ny andro 'the day'in weather expressions, as in mangatsiaka ny andro 'lit: 'cold the day'. But one says in the same sense mangatsiaka aho "I am cold". And lastly, unaccusative verbs in other languages do not receive a uniform voice coding in Malagasy. Nor do weather expressions 12 .
Not adopting an unaccusative analysis allows the possibility that mandihy izy 'He dances' and mangatsiaka izy 'He is cold' with Agent and Theme arguments respectively are isomorphic but not theta equivalent, contra Axiom 5**. But the two verbs classes do differ: The activity ones have standardly formed imperatives -mandéha Y mandehána 'Go!', mandíhy Y mandihíza 'Dance!', mandohálika Y mandohaléha 'Kneel!', and mandáinga Y mandaingá 'Lie!'. But the Theme argument predicates lack imperatives. Thus the former lie in Dom(imp) and the latter don't, so they aren't isomorphic.
Thus man intransitives illustrate an important property of automorphisms. Namely, K&S, the trees representing the derivation of two expressions may be isomorphic qua ordered labeled trees, but the derived expressions may fail to be isomorphic. Reason: the tree isomorphism might map some X to a Y acceptable in that tree. But a language automorphism must map all expressions to (well-formed) expressions, and replacing Y by X in another expression may fail to preserve grammaticality. Here is a hypothetical example. Assume that Nigel shot Trevor and Nigel shot himself have isomorphic derivations. That isomorphism maps Trevor to himself. But a language automorphism can't do that since it would map Trevor cried to *Himself q'ed (q a P1), contradicting that automorphisms map expressions in the language to expressions in the language.
Predicate Building Functions and the Active -Passive Distinction
We have illustrated two free PBFs, man and mi, and two bound ones, ina and a. They build a significant variety of theta equivalent Ss. Many linguists (Rahajarizafy 1960 , Keenan 1976 , Paul 1999 have analogized from man/mi to "active" and ina/a to "passive" in English or French. In a typical man S the DP sister to the P1 is Agent, but in its theta equivalent ina S it is Theme, with the Agent DP part of a constituent with the verb, as in English passives. So the DP sister of the P1 is analogized to subjects.
However as work on Malagay has deepened with contributions from many scholars over the last 15 years, the disanalogy between European passives and ina/a verbs in Malagasy has become increasingly apparent. It is well acknowledged in Pearson 2005. We review some of these differences here, as our view is one in which primary (= just one PBF affix) free and bound verbs are comparably basic (though not isomorphic).
Imperatives (again)
If the forms in (1b,c,d) were passives it would be surprising to find them in the imperative. But we find them in abundance when a verb has both bound and free primary forms. Strikingly for example (K&M 2004) The form in (24b) is the normal way to say "Save me!". The man imperative in (25b) exists but is at best a pragmatically marked form. (25) Even the forced passive translation of (26b) above is not accurate, since in English the Agent of be read is not bound. Note too that in both morphologies the verb read is selected in the future, governed by the verb 'intend' (in the past).
Coordinate structures, as in (27), from Malagasy novels (Keenan 1995) show possessor Agent control (with new verb types), unexpected if it is a non-active agent. (27) In sum, treating ina/a forms as European passives breeds confusion. Outside of IndoEuropean (Haspelmath 1990 ) aux+participle passives are little attested.
Further predicate building functions in Malagasy
Voice alternations of the sort we have exhibited are central to Malagasy in a way in which the active/passive alternation in English is not. All verbs have at least two voice forms (one the -ana suffix form in (1d), discussed below) and some have as many as nine (not counting semantically significant affixing, as with reciprocals and causatives). So here we display, less thoroughly than above, a few further voicing affixes and then treat the non-primary -ana forms which have been problematic for mainstream approaches.
Zero prefix free forms
There are about 20 common roots, all vowel initial, which form the present and imperative with initial m. They also form -ana suffix forms (below) regularly. So we treat them as having a free zero prefix as they lack an overt one. Examples are -ila 'need', -ino 'believe', -indrana 'borrow', -anana 'possess' and -iditra 'enter'. The first four have -ina forms and thus form theta equivalent Ss.
(30) a. m+i+íla (míla) azy aho b. Ila+ina+ko (iláiko) izy Pres+0+need 3.acc 1s.* need+ina+1s.poss 3.* I need her I need her
Roots
Malagasy has a large number of bound roots which function as P2s without affixation. They take a poss Agent and a * Theme. They usually form free verbs with man or mi and are often in the domain of ina. The ina form is dynamic, the root form more static (Paul 1999 So free roots are few but bound ones many, at least 25 (possibly many more). Equating bound forms with passives, these data suggest that passive is the more basic form. There are yet further affixes which apply primarily to roots, but in the interests of space we just list them: the prefix tafa-and the no longer productive infix -in-/-on-, as in tafatolotra and tonolotra, create bound verbs, whereas (m)a-, (m)ana-and the very productive (m)aha-are free. (m)aha-has abilitative and indirect causative meanings (Phillips 2000) . We turn now to the highly productive suffix -ana in (1d).
voa
3.4.5 ana suffixes -ana (rarely -anana) to all affixed free verbs 13 , but not to bound ones or to roots. It creates bound verbs. ana applies to free verbs built from semantically rich secondary affixes, such as (m)if-'Reciprocal' (Keenan & Razafimamonjy 2004) and (m)amp-'Causative' (Randriamasimanana 1986; Andrianierenana 1996) K&P, and Paul 1999) . The Theta role of the DP * of an ana verb is not uniquely determined. In (38a) the Prep ho an' forces a Benefactive role for Rasoa but in (38b) the DP * could be any appropriate oblique. Usually few are appropriate, (Instruments are not Benefactees) but in this case Cause is possible (Maybe Rasoa nagged Rabe so much he gave in). Note that c1 … poss, otherwise the derived ana form has two DP poss , violating Axiom 3a. Also DP * there is assigned no theta role, which is inferred from context, usually different from the selected theta roles. So an ana sentence is not quite theta equivalent to a free form with an overt PP. (40) In isolation inona is just What?, but given the ana verb it must be questioning some circumstance of the action, and Cause/Reason is plausible here.
We derive ana verbs by extending the domain of Merge to concatenate PPs and adverbials with Pn's to form Pn's (independently needed). PPs and adverbials denote predicate modifiers -functions H mapping Pn denotations P to Pn denotations H(P). Usually H is restricting: H(P) # P, meaning that for all n-tuples of entities x, if H(P)(x) = True then P(x) = True. For Max is restricting in (42a), so (42a) entails (43b). (42) ANA(AN(TAOV)) (ANA(AN(TAOV)))(r) (ANA(AN(TAOV)))(r)(f) (ANA(AN(TAOV)))(r)(f)(s)
Crucially the semantic interpretation of the ana verb uses that of the man verb it takes as argument. And since p(x) is restricting, a nuclear ana S like (38a) entails the man (46) which lacks a PP corresponding to the DP * argument of the ana form.
(46) man+taov (manao) ny farafara Rabe man+make the bed Rabe Rabe is building the bed
The last line of (45) is True iff for some p, p(s)(AN(TAOV)(t))(r) = True. And since p(s) is restricting, the last line entails AN(TAOV)(b)(r), the interpretation of Rabe is making the bed. Thus our semantics for ana Ss entails that Rabe is Agent of make and the bed is Theme. Consider now the predictions of theta equivalence between an ana S and a corresponding man one with an overt oblique, as in (38a,b).
On our semantics (38a) entails (38b), but the converse fails. (38b) is true in a model in which Rasoa's nagging prompted Rabe to build a bed for sale not for her. Our analysis also shows that the possessor complement Rabe in (38b), has the same theta role, Agent, as the P1 argument in (38a), and ny farafara 'the bed' is Theme in both Ss. But while Rasoa is a Benefactive in (38a), forced by the choice of Prep ho an-'for', Rasoa is not assigned a theta role in (38b). So (38a,b) are not fully theta (or logically) equivalent. Our semantics just quantifies over functions from entities to restricting functions, different theta roles for Rasoa correspond to different choices of function. Thus on our analysis an ana S is vague, not ambiguous, regarding the theta role of its DP * . We just know that it bears some non-Agent, non-Theme relation to the predicate denotation. The case is similar to the bridge where the spies meet, which is unspecific but not ambiguous according as the spies meet under, on, or next to the bridge.
The syntax and semantics of ana verbs has proven the most challenging for all approaches to voice affixes in Malagasy (though causative mamp-, also valency increasing, is not without problems). We will see them in best relief in relative clauses, 4 below, so here let us just summarize what we are committed to so far: (47) a. Semantically an ana-P1 maps DP * denotations to truth values, assigning them a novel oblique relation: Place, Time, Means/Instrument, Cause/Reason, Manner, Benefactee, Location, Purpose, Price, or Point of view , and b. Syntactically, oblique relations are denoted by Prepositions or locative deictics, but like all P1s, ana-P1s select a DP * not a PP or a locative as last argument.
(47) prompts, I claim, a surface pragmatic principle, which helps avoid excessive vagueness when forced to assign a theta role to an overt DP.
Oblique Choice Constraint (OCC) Given a P0 consisting of an ana-P1 + an overt DP * d interpret d as Means, Benefactee, or Location
